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Abstract
Pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs) currently possess a high power-to-weight ratio, a high powerto-volume ratio, and a high degree of safety. They have therefore been applied to many power assist devices and positioning mechanisms such as bionic robots, welfare devices, and parallel manipulators. However, the significant nonlinear characteristics of PAM mechanisms limit their positioning accuracies. The accuracies are generally lower than 5 µm, which preclude the PAM from
precision systems. Nevertheless, enhancing the positioning accuracy is desired to extend the application fields of PAMs. This study aims to clarify a practical controller design method to achieve
the precise positioning of PAM systems. As the first step of this research, a linear motion mechanism with a pair of McKibben PAMs was constructed and a conventional dynamic model for this
system is introduced. The dynamic model is used to explain the basic characteristics of the PAM
mechanism and discuss the necessary characteristics for precise positioning. Then open-loop step
and sinusoidal responses of the PAM mechanism were examined by experimental and simulated
results. Next, for precise positioning, the practical controller design procedure is discussed and
determined based on the measured open-loop responses. The proposed controller design procedure can be easily implemented into PAM mechanisms without an exact dynamic model. The positioning performance of such a system was experimentally evaluated. The experimental results
show that although the positioning accuracy depends on the target position, the positioning error
is lower than 1 µm even in the worst case and the positioning resolution can be set to 0.5 µm.
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1. Introduction
McKibben pneumatic artificial muscles, which are generally called pneumatic artificial muscles (PAMs), consist
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of an inflatable rubber tube sheathed by a braided mesh. It generates a pulling force via pressurized air and contracts in the axial direction while expanding in the radial direction. PAMs possess many advantages over traditional motor actuators, such as a high power-to-weight ratio, a high power-to-volume ratio, a high degree of safety
[1], and stick-slip-free operation [2]. They have therefore been applied in bionic robots [3] [4], welfare devices
[5]-[7], and parallel manipulators [8] [9]. In particular, PAMs attract a great deal of attention in welfare devices.
Owing to its high safety, low weight, and powerful output, it has been applied as a power assist device for rehabilitation applications such as an upper limb exoskeletal rehabilitation robot [5] and a knee-ankle-foot orthosis [6].
However, PAMs have significant nonlinearity [10], creep phenomenon [11], and hysteresis [12]. These provide the low controllability and make it difficult to move finely. Thus precise motion control of PAMs is an important and unsolved problem. Precise motion control of the PAM provides the potential to extend its application owing to its many advantages. For example, the precise motion control of PAMs can make precise assembly
robots powerful and lightweight and precise assembly robots are expected to become safer for the assemblers
who work with the robots. In addition, the precise motion of PAMs enables nursing care robots to provide disabled people with delicate support such as injections and repairing clothes. A neurosurgical robot using hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders for precise positioning has been reported in [13]. Since PAMs have superior characteristics compared to hydraulic and pneumatic cylinders in the application of welfare devices, the precise motion
of the PAM may also be used for a neurosurgical robot in the future.
In recent years, a variety of control methods have been developed to achieve excellent control performance in
PAM mechanisms. These methods can be divided into three categories: conventional Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control, nonlinear model-based control, and intelligent control. Conventional PID controllers are
typically easy to design. However, they cannot sufficiently compensate for the nonlinearity of PAMs and lead to
poor accuracy. The positioning errors by PID controllers are on the level of 0.1˚ for a rotational PAM mechanism [14] [15] and 200 µm for a linear PAM mechanism [16].
The nonlinear model-based control is another major approach for PAM mechanisms. Tondu and Lopez proposed a sliding mode controller using a nonlinear length-tension model of PAMs [17]. Even though some modified nonlinear model-based controllers with different models were subsequently presented, the positioning accuracy was on order of a micrometer because of inaccurate modeling [18]-[20]. Li and Kawashima proposed a
nonlinear dynamic model where the force generated by a PAM is a function of the operating pressure and contraction length of the PAM [21]. The model also contains a viscous damping coefficient. They applied this nonlinear model to their PAM control system and reported that the highest positioning accuracy was 6 µm.
Although the nonlinear model-based control provides a positioning accuracy that is higher than PID control
for PAM mechanisms, its design procedures require the modeling of mechanisms and a sufficient knowledge of
control theory. This makes it difficult to design for engineers who are unfamiliar with the controller design and
makes the controller impracticable for real-world applications.
Intelligent control has also been widely used for PAM mechanisms [22]-[25]. The most accurate positioning result by this approach was reported in [25] where the researchers proposed an intelligent switching control method
to adjust the gains of the PID controller using neural networks and achieved a rotational positioning error of 0.05˚.
The problems of imprecise positioning and complex controller design still exist in intelligent control for PAM mechanisms due to the necessity of modeling mechanisms and sufficient knowledge of the intelligent algorithm.
This research aims to provide a practical controller design method for the precise motion for PAM mechanisms. In this paper, a practical and effective controller for the precise positioning of a PAM mechanism with a
pair of PAMs is proposed and its usefulness is demonstrated experimentally. Characteristics of the PAM mechanism are examined by simulation using a conventional dynamic model and by experiment using an experimental setup. Comparison results between the simulated and experimental results are used to discuss the usefulness of the dynamic model in macroscopic analysis and the problems in controller design for precise positioning.
Based on the discussion, we propose a practical controller that can be easily designed for precise positioning of
the PAM mechanism, and the positioning performances are evaluated experimentally. In contrast to the nonlinear model-based controllers and the intelligent controllers, the proposed controller achieved the sub-micrometer order positioning accuracy.

2. Characteristics of the PAM Mechanism
2.1. Experimental Setup
Figure 1 shows the experimental setup in this research. An antagonistic structure PAM mechanism is used as a
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Figure 1. Experimental setup.

controlled mechanism. This structure is widely used as the basic actuating element in many applications of
PAMs [3] [4] [7]. The two PAMs (FESTO DMSP-10-100N-RM-CM) generate pulling forces to push and pull
the mover (1.75 kg) along the moving direction in a working range of −1 mm to 1 mm. Air is injected from the
pressure supply (0.5 MPa, absolute) and controlled by a 5-port 3-way proportional servo valve (FESTO MPYE5-1/8LF-010-B). The pressures in the two PAMs are measured using two pressure sensors (SMC PSE540A-01,
resolution: 0.0012 MPa), which are only used for observing the behavior of the mechanism. A linear encoder
(GSI Mercury II 5800, resolution: 100 nm) is used as a single feedback sensor in this research. The data processing unit is used as a controller hardware. The controller is implemented at a sampling rate of 10 kHz.

2.2. Conventional Dynamic Model
Figure 2 shows a schematic diagram of a conventional dynamic model of PAM system. This dynamic model is
used to examine basic characteristics of the PAM mechanism and discuss essential characteristics for controller
design of precise positioning.
In Figure 2, the input voltage of servo valve u determines the effective opening area of the ports which
connect to PAM 1, PAM 2 ( Se14 and Se12 ) and atmosphere ( Se 45 and Se 23 ). The values of Se14 and Se12
are refer to [26] and the values of Se 45 and Se 23 are decided by fitting the step responses of simulated results
to experimental results. The flow dynamic block shown in Figure 2 is modeled as the process of a flow of an
ideal gas through a converging nozzle [2] [7] [27]. This process is expressed as a nonlinear function for calculation of mass flow rate. m 14 and m 12 are the mass flow rates when air flowing into PAM 1 and PAM 2 respectively; m 45 and m 23 are the mass flow rates when air leaking out from PAMs. In this process, the air flow is
divided into two regimes which are choked and unchoked flow through the orifice. Based on the differentiation
of state equation of ideal gas and the volume estimation [27]-[29], the change rate of pressure in each PAM P1,2
can be calculated [2] [7] [27] [29].
The force generated by a single PAM can be described as a nonlinear function of the contraction length ε
and the air pressure P in the PAM [2] [27] [29]. In this research, the nonlinear force is identified as the expression shown as following [21].
2
F ( ε , P ) = a1 ( P − Patm ) + a0 + b2 ( P − Patm ) + b1 ( P − Patm ) + b0  ε



(1)

where the contraction length ε is the difference between the original length of PAM l0 and the length after
contraction l , Patm is the atmosphere pressure, a0 , a1 , b0 , b1 , b2 are identified coefficients.
Since the PAMs are constructed in an opposing pair configuration in this research, the motion equation of the
PAM mechanism can be described as following [2] [27].
Mx +
=
Bx F1 ( ε1 , P1 ) − F2 ( ε 2 , P2 ) − F fric
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the dynamic model.

where M is the mass of the mover, x is the position of the mover ( ε1 = x , ε 2 = − x ), B is the damping
coefficient and is tuned as 20 N ⋅ s mm optimally. F1 ( ε1 , P1 ) and F2 ( ε 2 , P2 ) are forces generated by two
PAMs. F fric is the friction force which is represented by a dynamic friction force and a static friction force.
The mover is considered to be at a stop in the simulation using the friction force model when the absolute velocity of the mover is smaller than 10−9 m/s. In this case, the friction force acts as the static friction force shown in
Figure 3(a) where Fapp is the applied force to the mover. In the other cases, the friction force acts as the dynamic friction force shown in Figure 3(b).
From Figure 2 and Equation (2), the general nonlinear dynamic model of the PAM mechanism from the input
voltage u to the mover position x can be considered as a 3rd-order system [2] [27].

2.3. Open-Loop Responses of the PAM Mechanism
In this section, simulated open-loop responses using the dynamic model and experimental open-loop responses
using the actual PAM mechanism are compared. The model parameters were identified from the results of fundamental experiments. Accordingly, the validity of the dynamic model is confirmed. In addition, as necessary
characteristics in the controller design for precise positioning, the open-loop step responses which is the basic
action in positioning control and the open-loop sinusoidal responses which can be summarized as gain characteristics in control system are investigated.
2.3.1. Open-Loop Step Responses
The open-loop step responses of the PAM mechanism were investigated by experimental and simulated results.
Figure 4 shows the experimental and simulated time responses of the pressure difference between PAM 1 and
PAM 2 (P1 ‒ P2) and the mover position x to the stepwise increasing and decreasing input voltages u. Although
a single PAM can contract about 25 mm, the working range of PAMs is smaller than +/−3 mm, because the two
PAMs were assembled in the condition of no initial contraction and the experimental setup was constructed in a
push-pull structure [30]. In this research, furthermore the pressure supply (compressor) and the servo valve decrease the working range to +/−1.5 mm. Moreover, according to the time responses in Figure 4, we can observe
that the input voltage u out of the range from 1.2 V to −1.2 V saturates the pressure and the mover position.
From these compared results, it can be observed that the simulated results tally with the experimental ones.
Besides, no vibration in transient responses can be found both in the simulated and the experimental results. This
indicates that step input signals can give smooth and no vibration step responses of the open-loop PAM mechanism and use for rough positioning.
Based on the simulated and experimental results shown in Figure 4, the static relationship between the position x and the input voltage u and the relationship between the pressure difference (P1 − P2) and the input voltage u are summarized in Figure 5(a) and Figure 5(b) respectively. Both the simulated and the experimental
results represent strong nonlinearities, so they should be compensated and can be used as compensators in the
controller design shown in Section 3.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Friction force in the dynamic model. a) Dynamic friction; b) Static friction.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Open-loop step responses of the PAM mechanism.

2.3.2. Sinusoidal Responses
Figure 6 shows the experimental and simulated time responses to a sinusoidal input (amplitude = 1 (V), frequency = 1 (Hz), offset = 0 (V)). It can be found that the simulated result broadly corresponds with the experimental result when the mover moves in a large range.
During precise positioning, the position of mover is adjusted finely and small vibration is reduced around
each target position, so the input-output relationship of vibration in various target position should be clarified.
Figure 7(a) shows the experimental time responses of the pressure difference (P1 ‒ P2) and the position x to
three sinusoidal voltage inputs u. The input offset values, frequencies, and amplitudes are shown in the figure.
Figure 7(b) shows the zoomed time response of the pressure difference (P1 ‒ P2) and the position x. In the experiment, the offset of the sinusoidal voltage inputs u was 0.5 V, the vibration frequency was 5 Hz and the amplitude was 0.01 V. According to this figure, the simulated result does not match the experimental result microscopically. The dynamic model cannot represent some fine motion of the PAM mechanism accurately. This indicates that it is hard to estimate positioning accuracy precisely by simulation using the dynamic model.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Static relationships between input voltage, mover position, and pressure difference. (a) Static relationship between mover position and input voltage; (b) Static relationship between pressure difference and
input voltage.

Figure 6. Open-loop time responses of the PAM mechanism to a sinusoidal input in simulation and experiment.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Open-loop experimental sinusoidal responses of the PAM mechanism. (a) Open-loop experimental sinusoidal responses of three different input voltage; (b) Open-loop experimental and simulated sinusoidal responses.
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Moreover, using different sinusoidal inputs, similar open-loop experiments were performed to examine the
vibration amplitude relationship between the position x and the pressure difference (P1 ‒ P2). The summarized
results are shown in Figure 8. This vibration amplitude relationship depends on the amplitude of the mover’s
vibration rather than the mover position and the vibration frequency. The amplitude relationship can be approximated as the least square fitted line shown in Figure 8 and described by Equation (3).
P1 − P2 = 0.4 x + 0.002 ( MPa )

(3)

A dead zone can be found in the relationship between the vibration amplitude of the mover position x and that
of the pressure difference (P1 ‒ P2), and this dead zone should be compensated in the controller design. The simulated results also are shown in Figure 8. Although the dead zone is similar, the slopes of the vibration amplitude relationship between the position x and the pressure difference (P1 ‒ P2) are different between experimental
and simulated results.
According to the comparison between experimental and simulated results, this dynamic model is useful macroscopically, but not microscopically. The actual microscopic responses are important in the controller design
for precise positioning. However it is hard to use more complex dynamic model in the controller design. The
dynamic model is already complex enough to hesitate to use for the controller design. Thus the design procedure
without the dynamic model is desired.

3. Controller Design for Precise Positioning
3.1. Design Concept
This study focuses on point-to-point precise positioning. A suitable controller and its design procedure are proposed for the precise positioning of PAM mechanisms.
As discussed in Section 2.3, the macroscopic characteristics of the dynamic model match the ones of actual
PAM mechanism, but not the microscopic characteristics of the dynamic model, such as vibration characteristic
in fine motion which is important in precise positioning. Furthermore, the PAM mechanism has significant nonlinear characteristics and it is difficult to represent the characteristics by a bode diagram. Besides, even though
great effort and much time need to be made to identify an accurate dynamic model and make some adaptive
elements for control, the controller parameters in some adaptive elements based on the model still should be
tuned by trials and errors for good performance of positioning.
On the other hand, the PAM mechanism has characteristics which make it relatively easy to design the controller by trials and errors. It can be represented by a nonlinear 3rd-order system as discussed in Section 2.2 and
has high damping characteristics macroscopically as shown in Figure 4. It is generally practical to adjust the
parameters of a PID controller for the 3rd-order systems by trials and errors. Significant nonlinear characteristics
often become obstructed the adjustment. However the static relationships in Figure 5(a) and the amplitude relationship in Figure 8, which are useful to compensate significant nonlinear characteristics, can be easily-measured and used without dynamic models. Therefore, instead of the accurate model of the PAM mechanism, the

Figure 8. Amplitude relationship between position and pressure difference.
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measured input-output relationships are used for the controller design in this study. Meanwhile, this method can
make the controller easy to design for engineers without a deep understanding of the knowledge of fluid mechanics and control engineering.
The positioning action of the proposed controller is divided into two phases: a reaching phase in the transient
state and a following phase in the steady state. In the reaching phase, an open-loop controller is used to drive the
mover to the target position. From the response in Figure 4, the controller can be expected to provide no or
small overshoot responses. A closed-loop controller is active in the following phase and determines the precise
positioning in the steady state. Thus the closed-loop controller is designed in the steady-state condition and the
behavior in the transient state does not need to be accounted for in the controller design. The controller for the
reaching phase is determined without the need to account for stability. The positioning accuracy basically depends on the characteristics of the control system in the following phase, but not the reaching phase. These features make it easy to design the controller.
According to the controller design concept shown above, the controller structure can be represented by Figure 9. The “Controller switch algorithm” switches between the open-loop controller and closed-loop controllers,
and the flowchart shown in Figure 10 shows the concrete switching condition where Ts is the sampling time and
i is the computing step of the control system. During the positioning action in the reaching phase, the mover is
driven using the open-loop controller. At this time, the input voltage to the PAM mechanism is chosen such that
it is sufficient to drive the mover to the target position xr. In the following phase, the closed-loop controller
works on reducing the steady-state error and the residual vibration.
x(mm)

xr(mm)
For reaching phase
Open-loop
controller

Has x
reached xr?

Controller
switch
algorithm

To make x reach xr
No

For following phase
xr(mm) +
-

Closed-loop
controller

Yes

PAM
mechanism

x(mm)

To reduce steady-state error
and residual vibration

Figure 9. Basic controller structure.

Figure 10. Flowchart of controller switch algorithm.

3.2. Design Procedure
Based on the controller design concept introduced above, the controller is designed as follows.
Step 1: Decision of the open-loop controller
The open-loop controller is used to provide a voltage to drive the mover to the target position in the reaching
phase. When the target position is known, the input voltage for driving the mover to the target position can be
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determined from the relationship shown in Figure 5(a). This corresponds to the “Feed-forward element S” in
Figure 11.
Step 2: Decision of the closed-loop controller
In the closed-loop controller, the “Feed-forward element S” provides an enough voltage which enables the
mover to move to the target position and stay there roughly. It has been reported that a feed-forward element can
be obtained from model inversion or estimated by an online numerical differentiator [31] [32]. Our current work
focuses on achieving an easy controller design procedure for PAM mechanisms for engineers who are unfamiliar with the controller design. Thus the feed-forward element experimentally-measured by open-loop responses
is adopted in the controller design.
1) The PID compensator design
The PD elements are calibrated to reduce the residual vibration and their outputs are connected to the input of
“Compensator D” which shows the vibration amplitude characteristic. The integrator is calibrated to reduce the
steady-state error. Unlike the outputs of PD elements, the output of integrator is a signal with DC component
which is used to reduce the steady-state error rather than the amplitude of residual vibration. Therefore, the integrator output is not connected to the input of “Compensator D”. In addition to the calibration of Kp, Ki and Kd,
the parameter Td of the low-pass filter should be determined as well. In some cases, the low-pass filter deteriorates the dynamic characteristics. Accordingly, in order to suppress the negative effect of the low-pass filter, a
cut-off frequency is selected for the low-pass filter fd = 300 Hz (fd = 1/Td) that is ten times the maximum value of
residual vibration frequency fvmax (fvmax = 0.1 fd). Because the residual vibration often has a frequency near the
edge of or outside the bandwidth of the control system, the designed low-pass filter is expected to exhibit little
or no effect on the response of the control system.
2) Compensation of the dynamic nonlinearity
The mechanism has a nonlinear characteristic between the input voltage to the PAM mechanism and the
mover displacement, which should be compensated for to allow precise positioning. The amplitude relationship
shown in Figure 8 is used as one of the control elements. Figure 12 shows the control element for canceling the
nonlinear characteristic, which corresponds to the “Compensator D” in Figure 11. The relationship shown in
Figure 12 is expressed in Equation (4). The CPV in Figure 11 is the linearized gain from pressure to input voltage shown in Figure 13. The nonlinearity between the input and the output of closed-loop controller is compensated for by the “Compensator D” and CPV.

0.4 x − 0.002 ( MPa )

=
P1 − P2 20.4 x ( MPa )

0.4 x + 0.002 ( MPa )

− 1 < x < −0.0001( mm )
− 0.0001 ≤ x ≤ 0.0001 ( mm )

(4)

0.0001 < x < 1( mm )

Step 3: Fine-tuning of the acceleration feedback element
The acceleration feedback element is added to further reduce the residual vibration. Since the acceleration is
essentially proportional to the pressure, the output of the acceleration feedback element is connected to the node
of the pressure signal.
xr(mm)
x(mm)
(V)

(mm)

Has x
reached xr?

Feed-forward
element S
Kp

xr(mm) +
-

Kd s
Td s + 1

Controller
switch
algorithm

No
+ (mm)
+

+

(MPa)
+
+

-

C PV

+

(V)
Yes

Compensator D
Ki
s

(MPa)

x(mm)

PAM
mechanism
 s 

K a 

 Td s + 1 

2

Acceleration
feedback

PID
compensator

Figure 11. Block diagram of control system for precise positioning of PAM mechanisms.
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0.04
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Figure 12. “Compensator D” obtained from the
amplitude relationship between position and pressure difference.

Input voltage u (V)

0.8

Experimental result
Least-square fitting result

0.4
0.0
Slope Cpv = 1.94

-0.4
-0.8
-0.4

-0.2

0.0
P1-P2 (MPa)

0.2

0.4

Figure 13. Linearized gain between the pressure and the input voltage CPV.
In summary, the following measured relationships were determined to be applied in the controller design: the
static relationship between the mover position and the valve voltage was used as “Feed-forward element S”, the
static relationship between the pressure difference and the valve voltage was linearized as a gain of “CPV”. The
vibration amplitude relationship between the mover position and the pressure difference (P1 - P2) was applied to
construct “Compensator D”. These compensators of the proposed control system can be determined from openloop responses and the parameters can be tuned easily without any model parameters. Therefore, compared to
the controllers in prior studies, the current controller can easily be implemented in PAM mechanisms in practical
applications.

4. Positioning Performance
Positioning experiments were carried out to validate the usefulness of the proposed controller. The duration of
every positioning experiment was 5 s and the step change begins at the 1 s mark.
Figure 14 shows positioning responses of the proposed control system to a 1 mm step input. For comparison,
the experimental and simulated responses of a conventional PID control system are also shown. In the PID controller design, the proportional gain and the integral gain were adjusted and the derivative gain was then tuned to
reduce the residual vibration as much as possible. The gains used in the PID controller and proposed controller
are shown in Table 1. A comparison of the results indicates that the proposed controller can reduce the residual
vibration amplitude to 0.8 μm whereas the residual vibration amplitude for the PID controller was 2.8 μm. On
the other hand, the simulated response of PID control system does not show the significant residual vibration
and is not exact enough to discuss the precise positioning performance.
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Moreover, in order to explain the effectiveness of “Compensator D”, the step response by the controller with
a linearized “Compensator D” is shown in Figure 14 as well. The controller is the same as the result that in the
proposed controller, but the “Compensator D” is replaced with a linearized “Compensator D”. It can be found
that the vibration amplitude of the proposed control system in steady-state is smaller than that of the control
system with a linearized “Compensator D”. The result indicates that the nonlinear “Compensator D” of the proposed controller is more effective to reduce the residual vibration in precise positioning.
To examine the influence of the nonlinearity of the PAM, the positioning performance was evaluated at different target positions. In the positive direction, positioning experiments with xr = 0.3 mm, 0.5 mm, 0.7 mm and
1 mm were performed and their results are shown in Figure 15. In the negative direction, positioning performance when xr = −0.5 mm and −1 mm were tested and the results are shown in Figure 16. The proposed controller was also evaluated when the target position was the original position xr = 0 mm and the result is shown in
Figure 17. In the experiment, the initial position was 1 μm.
The experimental positioning results show that the positioning accuracy decreases with an increase of the distance between the target position and the original position. However the positioning errors are all less than 1 μm
in the working range of the PAM mechanism. Table 2 summarizes the averaged maximum steady-state errors
and their standard deviations during 3 s to 5 s of 20 positioning experiments. According to the results in Table 2,
sub-micrometer order positioning is achieved by the proposed controller. The positioning accuracy and the residual vibration frequency depend on the mover position although the reason is not clear. However, according to
the positioning results, the resonant frequency changes with the mover position. The reason of this problem is
not clear yet, but it will be clarified as the subject of next step of this research.
Figure 18 shows the resolution test results in different positions. In these figures, Figure 18(c) shows the resolution test result near xr = 0 mm where we can find that the vibration frequency of the mover is lower than
those in Figures 18(a)-(b) Figure 18(d) and Figure 18(e), but similar to Figure 17. According to these responses, a 0.5 μm resolution can be specified.

Figure 14. A comparison of the positioning results of different controllers.
Table 1. Controller gains of PID element in two control systems.
Gain

PID controller

Proposed controller

Kp

1.2

4

Ki

30

40

Kd

0.005

0.15
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 15. Positioning results for positive target positions. (a) xr = 0.3 mm; (b) xr = 0.5 mm; (c) xr = 0.7 mm; (d)
xr = 1 mm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 16. Positioning results for negative target positions. (a) xr = −0.5 mm; (b) xr = −1 mm.

5. Conclusions
The practical and effective controller and its design procedure for precise positioning of PAM mechanisms have
been proposed and its usefulness has been evaluated experimentally. PAM systems have nonlinear characteris-
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-0.001
1

2
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3

4

3

x - 0 (mm)

0.00
0.002
0.001
0.000
-0.001
-0.002

0.001

1

2

Time (s)

5

Figure 17. Positioning results for target position xr = 0
mm.
Table 2. Average and standard deviation of maximum steady-state errors in 20
positioning experiments.
Target position (mm)

Average (μm)

Standard deviation (μm)

−1

0.880

0.062

−0.5

0.625

0.043

0

0.655

0.059

0.3

0.485

0.035

0.5

0.640

0.049

0.7

0.800

0.032

1

0.850

0.045

tics such as a friction force and a nonlinear air flow dynamic. These characteristics provide the low controllability and make them difficult to move finely even if a high precision sensor is used.
The introduced conventional nonlinear dynamic model cannot show the same responses as the experimental
mechanism microscopically although it provides the reasonable responses macroscopically. The practical controller design procedure needs three measured elements but not the model identification. The experimentally-measured elements were used in the controller design directly. This feature makes the controller design easy
for engineers who are unfamiliar with control engineering. The positioning performance was evaluated experimentally. Experimental results demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed controller with sub-micrometer
positioning accuracy and 0.5 μm positioning resolution of the PAM mechanism. Therefore, it can be concluded
that the proposed controller with a few nonlinear elements can be easily designed and provides high-precision
positioning of PAM mechanisms. According to the positioning results, the positioning accuracy and the residual
vibration frequency depend on the mover position. The reason of this problem is not clear yet, but it will be examined as a future work of this research.
The sampling rate of 10 kHz was used because the controller structure in this study was simple and good controller hardware was available. In this paper, we did not focus the reduction of the sampling rate. However the
large difference between the sampling rate and the frequency of the residual vibration suggests the possibility to
reduce it and make lower cost and lower-power controller hardwares useful. Based on the proposed controller
design procedure, even though the change of the characteristics makes re-measurement of the input-output relationships necessary for good positioning performance, it is easy to measure the relationships. Furthermore, the
compensation of the nonlinear characteristics enables the PD gains to increase and the increase can lead the robustness to the disturbance force. Therefore, the proposed controller design procedure is really reliable on industrial point of view and makes the total positioning system robust.
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Figure 18. Resolution test results for different positions. (a) Resolution test results near 0.5 mm; (b) Resolution
test results near 1 mm; (c) Resolution test results near 0 mm; (d) Resolution test results near −0.5 mm; (e) Resolution test results near −1 mm.

Although this paper focused on precise positioning, precise tracking control is important in this research. Thus
an important future work is to examine a precise tracking control method and its design procedure for PAM systems based on the proposed controller and achieve high tracking performance of PAM systems.
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